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Abstract

Convolutional neural network-based approaches have

achieved remarkable progress in semantic segmentation.

However, these approaches heavily rely on annotated data

which are labor intensive. To cope with this limitation,

automatically annotated data generated from graphic en-

gines are used to train segmentation models. However, the

models trained from synthetic data are difficult to transfer

to real images. To tackle this issue, previous works have

considered directly adapting models from the source data

to the unlabeled target data (to reduce the inter-domain

gap). Nonetheless, these techniques do not consider the

large distribution gap among the target data itself (intra-

domain gap). In this work, we propose a two-step self-

supervised domain adaptation approach to minimize the

inter-domain and intra-domain gap together. First, we con-

duct the inter-domain adaptation of the model, from this

adaptation, we separate target domain into an easy and

hard split using an entropy-based ranking function. Fi-

nally, to decrease the intra-domain gap, we propose to em-

ploy a self-supervised adaptation technique from the easy

to the hard subdomain. Experimental results on numer-

ous benchmark datasets highlight the effectiveness of our

method against existing state-of-the-art approaches. The

source code is available at https://github.com/

feipan664/IntraDA.git.

1. Introduction

Semantic segmentation aims at assigning each pixel in

the image to a semantic class. Recently, convolutional

neural network-based segmentation models [13, 33] have

achieved remarkable progresses, leading to various appli-

cations in computer vision systems, such as autonomous

driving [14, 31], robotics [15, 23], and disease diagno-

sis [35, 32]. Training such a segmentation network requires

large amounts of annotated data. However, collecting large

scale datasets with pixel-level annotations for semantic seg-

Figure 1: We propose a two-step self-supervised domain

adaptation technique for semantic segmentation. Previous

works solely adapt the segmentation model from the source

domain to the target domain. Our work also consider adapt-

ing from the clean map to the noisy map within the target

domain.

mentation is difficult since they are expensive and labor in-

tensive. Recently, photorealistic data rendered from simu-

lators and game engines [19, 20] with precise pixel-level

semantic annotations have been utilized to train segmen-

tation networks. However, the models trained from syn-

thetic data are hardly transferable to real data due to the

cross-domain difference [11]. To address this issue, unsu-

pervised domain adaptation (UDA) techniques have been

proposed to align the distribution shift between the labeled

source data and the unlabeled target data. For the partic-

ular task of semantic segmentation, adversarial learning-

based UDA approaches demonstrate efficiency in aligning

features at the image [16, 11] or output [26, 25] level.
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More recently, the entropy of pixel-wise output predictions

proposed by [28] is also used for output level alignment.

Other approaches [38, 37] involve generating pseudo la-

bels for target data and conducting refinement via an it-

erative self-training process. While many models con-

sider the single-source-single-target adaptation setting, re-

cent works [18, 34] have proposed to address the issue of

multiple source domains; it focus on the multiple-source-

single-target adaptation setting. Above all, previous works

have mostly considered adapting models from the source

data to the target data (inter-domain gap).

However, target data collected from the real world have

diverse scene distributions; these distributions are caused

by various factors such as moving objects, weather condi-

tions, which leads to a large gap in the target (intra-domain

gap). For example, the noisy map and clean map in the

target domain, shown in Figure 1, are the predictions made

by the same model on different images. While previous

studies solely focus on reducing the inter-domain gap, the

problem of the intra-domain gap has attracted a relatively

low attention. In this paper, we present a two-step domain

adaptation approach to minimize the inter-domain and

intra-domain gap. Our model consists of three parts, which

are presented in Figure 2, namely, 1) an inter-domain

adaptation module to close inter-domain gap between

the labeled source data and the unlabeled target data, 2)

an entropy-based ranking system to separate target data

into the an easy and hard split, and 3) an intra-domain

adaptation module to close intra-domain gap between the

easy and hard split (using pseudo labels from the easy

subdomain). For semantic segmentation, our proposed

approach achieves good performance against state-of-

the-art approaches on benchmark datasets. Furthermore,

our approach outperforms previous domain adaptation

approaches for digit classification.

The Contributions of Our Work. First, we introduce the

inter-domain gap among target data and propose an entropy-

based ranking function to separate target domain into an

easy and hard subdomain. Second, we propose a two-step

self-supervised domain adaptation approach to minimize

the inter-domain and intra-domain gap together.

2. Related Works

Unsupervised Domain Adaptation. The goal of unsu-

pervised domain adaptation is to align the distribution

shift between the labeled source and the unlabeled target

data. Recently, adversarial-based UDA approaches have

shown great capabilities in learning domain invariant

features, even for complex tasks like semantic segmenta-

tion [28, 4, 26, 25, 21, 11, 17]. Adversarial-based UDA

models for semantic segmentation usually involve two

networks. One network is used as a generator to predict

the segmentation maps of input images, which can be

from the source or the target. Given features from the

generator, the second network functions as a discriminator

to predict the domain labels. The generator tries to fool

the discriminator, so as to align the distribution shift of

the features from the two domains. Besides feature level

alignment, other approaches try to align domain shift

at the image level or output level. At the image level,

CycleGAN [36] was applied in [11] to build generative

images for domain alignment. At the output level, [25]

proposes an end-to-end model involving structural output

alignment for distribution shift. More recently, [28] takes

advantage of the entropy of pixel-wise predictions from the

segmentation outputs to address the domain gap. While

all the previous studies exclusively considered aligning the

inter-domain gap, our approach further minimizes the intra-

domain gap. Thus, our technique can be combined with

most existing UDA approaches for extra performance gains.

Uncertainty via Entropy. Uncertainty measurement has

a strong connection with unsupervised domain adaptation.

For instance, [28] proposes minimizing the target entropy

value of the model outputs directly or using adversarial

learning [25, 11] to close the domain gap for semantic

segmentation. Also the entropy of the model outputs [29] is

used as a confidence measurement for transferring samples

across domains [24]. We propose utilizing entropy to rank

target images to separate them into two an easy and hard

split.

Curriculum Domain Adaptation. Our work is also re-

lated to curriculum domain adaptation [22, 31, 7] which

deals with easy samples first. For curriculum domain adap-

tation on foggy scene understanding, [22] proposes to adapt

a semantic segmentation model from non-foggy images to

synthetic light foggy images, and then to real heavy foggy

images. To generalize this concept, [7] decomposes the do-

main discrepancy into multiple smaller discrepancies by in-

troducing unlabeled intermediate domains. However, these

techniques require additional information to decompose do-

mains. To cope with this limitation, [31] focuses on learn-

ing the global and local label distributions of images as the

first task to regularize the model predictions in the target

domain. In contrast, we propose a simpler and data-driven

approach to learn the easy target samples based on an en-

tropy ranking system.

3. Approach

Let S denote a source domain consisting of a set of im-

ages ⊂ R
H×W×3 with their associated ground-truth C-

class segmentation maps ⊂ (1, C)H×W ; similarly, let T
denote a target domain containing a set of unlabeled images

⊂ R
H×W×3. In this section, a two-step self-supervised do-
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Figure 2: The proposed self-supervised domain adaptation model contains the inter-domain generator and discriminator

{Ginter, Dinter}, and the intra-domain generator and discriminator {Gintra, Dintra}. The proposed model consists of three

parts, namely, (a) an inter-domain adaptation, (b) an entropy-based ranking system, and (c) an intra-domain adaptation. In

(a), given the source and the unlabeled target data, Dinter is trained to predict the domain label for the samples while Ginter

is trained to fool Dinter. {Ginter, Dinter} are optimized by minimizing the segmentation loss Lseg
inter and the adversarial

loss Ladv
inter. In (b), an entropy based function R(It) is used separate all target data into easy split and hard split. An

hyperparameter λ is introduced as a ratio of target images assigned into the easy split. In (c), an intra-domain adaptation is

used to close the gap between easy split and hard split. The segmentation predictions of easy split data from Ginter serve

as pseudo labels. Given easy split data with pseudo labels and hard split data, Dintra is used to predict whether the sample

is from easy split or hard split, while Gintra is trained to confuse Dintra. {Gintra and Dintra} are optimized using the

intra-domain segmentation loss Lseg
intra and the adversarial loss Ladv

intra.

main adaptation for semantic segmentation is introduced.

The first step is the inter-domain adaptation, which is based

on common UDA approaches [28, 25]. Then, the pseudo

labels and predicted entropy maps of target data are gen-

erated such that the target data can be clustered into an

easy and hard split. Specifically, an entropy-based rank-

ing system is used to cluster the target data into the easy

and hard split. The second step is the intra-domain adapta-

tion, which consists in aligning the easy split with pseudo

labels to the hard split, as shown in Figure 2. The proposed

network consists of the inter-domain generator and discrim-

inator {Ginter, Dinter}, and the intra-domain generator and

discriminator {Gintra, Dintra}.

3.1. Interdomain Adaptation

A sample Xs ∈ R
H×W×3 is from the source do-

main with its associated map Ys. Each entry Y
(h,w)
s =

[

Y
(h,w,c)
s

]

c
of Ys provides a label of a pixel (h,w) as a one-

hot vector. The network Ginter takes Xs as an input and

generates a “soft-segmentation map” Ps = Ginter(Xs).

Each C-dimensional vector
[

P
(h,w,c)
s

]

c
at a pixel (h,w)

serves as a discrete distribution over C classes. Given Xs

with its ground-truth annotation Ys, Ginter is optimized in

a supervised way by minimizing the cross-entropy loss:

Lseg
inter(Xs, Ys) = −

∑

h,w

∑

c

Y (h,w,c)
s log(P (h,w,c)

s ). (1)

To close the inter-domain gap between the source and tar-

get domains, [28] proposes to utilize entropy maps in order

to align the distribution shift of the features. The assump-

tion of [28] is that the trained models tend to produce over-

confident (low-entropy) predictions for source-like images,

and under-confident (high-entropy) predictions for target-

like images. Due to its simplicity and effectiveness, [28]

is adopted in our work to conduct inter-domain adaptation.

The generator Ginter takes a target image Xt as an input

and produce the segmentation map Pt = Ginter(Xt); the

entropy map It is formulated as:

I
(h,w)
t =

∑

c

−P
(h,w,c)
t · log(P

(h,w,c)
t ). (2)
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To align the inter-domain gap, Dinter is trained to pre-

dict the domain labels for the entropy maps, while Ginter

is trained to fool Dinter; the optimization of Ginter and

Dinter is achieved via the following loss function:

Ladv
inter(Xs, Xt) = −

∑

h,w

log(1−Dinter(I
(h,w)
s ))

+ log(Dinter(I
(h,w)
t )),

(3)

where Is is the entropy map of Xs. The loss function Ladv
inter

and Lseg
inter are optimized to align the distribution shift be-

tween the source and target data. However, there remains

a need for an efficient method that can minimize the intra-

domain gap. For this purpose, we propose to separate the

target domain into an easy and hard split and to conduct an

intra-domain adaptation.

3.2. Entropybased Ranking

Target images collected from the real world have diverse

distributions due to various weather conditions, moving ob-

jects, and shading. In Figure 2, some target prediction maps

are clean 1 and others are very noisy, despite being gen-

erated from the same model. Since the intra-domain gap

exists among target images, a straightforward solution is to

decompose the target domain into small subdomains/splits.

However, it remains a challenging task due to the lack of

target labels. To build these splits, we take advantage of the

entropy maps in order to determine the confidence levels of

the target predictions. The generator Ginter takes a target

image Xt as input to generate Pt and the entropy map It.
On this basis, we adopt a simple yet effective way for rank-

ing by using:

R(Xt) =
1

HW

∑

h,w

∑

c

I
(h,w,c)
t , (4)

which is the mean value of entropy map It. Given a ranking

of scores from R(Xt), hyperparameter λ is introduced as

a ratio to separate the target images into an easy and hard

split. Let Xte and Xth denote a target image assigned to

the easy and hard split, respectively. In order to conduct

domain separation, we define λ = |Xte|
|Xt|

, where |Xte| is the

cardinality of the easy split, and |Xt| is the cardinality of the

whole target image set. To access the influence of , we con-

duct an ablation study on how to optimize λ in Table 3. Note

that we do not introduce a hyperparameter as the threshold

value for separation. The reason is that the threshold value

is dependent on a specific dataset. However, we choose a

hyperparameter as ratio, which shows strong generalization

to other datasets.

1The prediction map is clean means that the prediction is confident and

smooth.

3.3. Intradomain Adaptation

Since no annotation is available for the easy split, di-

rectly aligning the gap between the easy and hard split is

infeasible. But we propose to utilize the predictions from

Ginter as pseudo labels. Given an image from the easy split

Xte, we forward Xte to Ginter and obtain the prediction

map Pte = Ginter(Xte). While Pte is a “soft-segmentation

map”, we convert Pte to Pte where each entry is a one-hot

vector. With the aid of pseudo labels, Gintra is optimized

by minimizing the cross-entropy loss:

Lseg
intra(Xte) =

−
∑

h,w

∑

c

P
(h,w,c)
te log

(

Gintra(Xte)
(h,w,c)

)

. (5)

To bridge the intra-domain gap between easy and hard split,

we adopt the alignment on the entropy map for both splits.

An image Xth from hard split is taken as input to the gen-

erator G to generate the segmentation map Pth = G(Xth)
and the entropy map Ith. To close the inter-domain gap, the

intra-domain discriminator Dintra is trained to predict the

split labels of Ite and Ith: Ite is from the easy split, and

Ith is from the hard split. G is trained to fool Dintra. The

adversarial learning loss to optimize Gintra and Dintra is

formulated as:

Ladv
intra(Xte, Xth) = −

∑

h,w

log(1−Dintra(I
(h,w)
te ))

+ log(Dintra(I
(h,w)
th )).

(6)

Finally, our complete loss function L is formed by all the

loss functions:

L = Lseg
inter + Ladv

inter + Lseg
intra + Ladv

intra, (7)

and our objective is to learn a target model G according to:

G∗ = argmin
Gintra

min
Ginter
Gintra

max
Dinter
Dintra

L.
(8)

Since our proposed model is two-step self-supervised ap-

proach, it is difficult to minimize L in one training stage.

Thus, we choose to minimize it in three stages. First, we

train the inter-domain adaptation for the model to optimize

Ginter and Dinter. Second, we generate target pseudo la-

bels by utilizing Ginter and rank all target images based on

S(Xt). Finally, we train the intra-domain adaptation to op-

timize Gintra and Dintra.

4. Experiments

In this section, we introduce the experimental details of

the inter-domain and the intra-domain adaptation on seman-

tic segmentation.
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Table 1: The semantic segmentation results of Cityscapes validation set with models trained on GTA5 (a), SYNTHIA (b),

and Synscapes (c). All the results are generated from the ResNet-101-based models. In the experiments of (a) and (b),

AdvEnt[28] is used as the framework for the inter-domain adaptation and intra-domain adaptation. In the experiment of

(c), AdaptSegNet [25] is used as the framework of the inter-domain adaptation and intra-domain adaptation. mIoU∗ in (b)

denotes the mean IoU of 13 classes, excluding the classes with ∗.

(a) GTA5 → Cityscapes

Method ro
ad

si
d

ew
al

k

b
u

il
d

in
g

w
al

l

fe
n

ce

p
o

le

li
g

h
t

si
g

n

v
eg

te
rr

ai
n

sk
y

p
er

so
n

ri
d

er

ca
r

tr
u

ck

b
u

s

tr
ai

n

m
b

ik
e

b
ik

e

mIoU

Without adaptation [25] 75.8 16.8 77.2 12.5 21.0 25.5 30.1 20.1 81.3 24.6 70.3 53.8 26.4 49.9 17.2 25.9 6.5 25.3 36.0 36.6

ROAD [5] 76.3 36.1 69.6 28.6 22.4 28.6 29.3 14.8 82.3 35.3 72.9 54.4 17.8 78.9 27.7 30.3 4.0 24.9 12.6 39.4

AdaptSegNet [25] 86.5 36.0 79.9 23.4 23.3 23.9 35.2 14.8 83.4 33.3 75.6 58.5 27.6 73.7 32.5 35.4 3.9 30.1 28.1 42.4

MinEnt [28] 84.2 25.2 77.0 17.0 23.3 24.2 33.3 26.4 80.7 32.1 78.7 57.5 30.0 77.0 37.9 44.3 1.8 31.4 36.9 43.1

AdvEnt [28] 89.9 36.5 81.6 29.2 25.2 28.5 32.3 22.4 83.9 34.0 77.1 57.4 27.9 83.7 29.4 39.1 1.5 28.4 23.3 43.8

Ours 90.6 37.1 82.6 30.1 19.1 29.5 32.4 20.6 85.7 40.5 79.7 58.7 31.1 86.3 31.5 48.3 0.0 30.2 35.8 46.3

(b) SYNTHIA → Cityscapes

Method ro
ad

si
d
ew

al
k

b
u
il

d
in

g

w
al

l∗

fe
n
ce

∗

p
o
le

∗

li
g
h
t

si
g
n

v
eg

sk
y

p
er

so
n

ri
d
er

ca
r

b
u
s

m
b
ik

e

b
ik

e

mIoU mIoU∗

Without adaptation [25] 55.6 23.8 74.6 9.2 0.2 24.4 6.1 12.1 74.8 79.0 55.3 19.1 39.6 23.3 13.7 25.0 33.5 38.6

AdaptSegNet [25] 81.7 39.1 78.4 11.1 0.3 25.8 6.8 9.0 79.1 80.8 54.8 21.0 66.8 34.7 13.8 29.9 39.6 45.8

MinEnt [28] 73.5 29.2 77.1 7.7 0.2 27.0 7.1 11.4 76.7 82.1 57.2 21.3 69.4 29.2 12.9 27.9 38.1 44.2

AdvEnt [28] 87.0 44.1 79.7 9.6 0.6 24.3 4.8 7.2 80.1 83.6 56.4 23.7 72.7 32.6 12.8 33.7 40.8 47.6

Ours 84.3 37.7 79.5 5.3 0.4 24.9 9.2 8.4 80.0 84.1 57.2 23.0 78.0 38.1 20.3 36.5 41.7 48.9

(c) Synscapes → Cityscapes

Method ro
ad

si
d

ew
al

k

b
u

il
d

in
g

w
al

l

fe
n

ce

p
o

le

li
g

h
t

si
g

n

v
eg

te
rr

ai
n

sk
y

p
er

so
n

ri
d

er

ca
r

tr
u

ck

b
u

s

tr
ai

n

m
b

ik
e

b
ik

e

mIoU

Without adaptation 81.8 40.6 76.1 23.3 16.8 36.9 36.8 40.1 83.0 34.8 84.9 59.9 37.7 78.4 20.4 20.5 7.8 27.3 52.5 45.3

AdaptSegNet [25] 94.2 60.9 85.1 29.1 25.2 38.6 43.9 40.8 85.2 29.7 88.2 64.4 40.6 85.8 31.5 43.0 28.3 30.5 56.7 52.7

Ours 94.0 60.0 84.9 29.5 26.2 38.5 41.6 43.7 85.3 31.7 88.2 66.3 44.7 85.7 30.7 53.0 29.5 36.5 60.2 54.2

4.1. Datasets

In the experiments of semantic segmentation, we adopt

the setting of adaptation from the synthetic to the real do-

main. To conduct this series of tests, synthetic datasets in-

cluding GTA5 [19], SYNTHIA [20] and Synscapes [30] are

used as source domains, along with the real-world dataset

Cityscapes [6] as the target domain. Models are trained

given labeled source data and unlabeled target data. Our

model is evaluated on Cityscapes validation set.

• GTA5: The synthetic dataset GTA5 [19] contains

24,966 synthetic images with a resolution of 1914 ×
1052px and corresponding ground-truth annotations.

These synthetic images are collected from a video

game based on the urban scenery of Los Angeles

city. The ground-truth annotations generated automat-

ically contain 33 categories. For training, we con-

sider only 19 categories which are compatible with the

Cityscapes dataset [6], similarly to previous work.

• SYNTHIA: SYNTHIA-RAND-CITYSCAPES [20] is

used as another synthetic dataset. It contains 9,400

fully annotated RGB images. During the training

time, we consider the 16 common categories with the

Cityscapes dataset. During evaluation, 16- and 13-

class subsets are used to evaluate the performance.

• Synscapes: Synscapes [30] is a photorealistic syn-

thetic dataset consisting of 25,000 fully annotated

RGB images with a resolution of 1440× 720px. Alike

Cityscape, the ground-truth annotations contain 19 cat-

egories.

• Cityscapes: As the dataset collected from real world,

Cityscapes [6] provides 3975 images with fine seg-

mentation annotations. 2975 images are taken from

the training set of Cityscapes to be used for training.

The 500 images from the evaluation set of Cityscapes

are used to evaluate the performance of our model.

Evaluation. The semantic segmentation perfor-

mance is evaluated on every category using the

PASCAL VOC intersection-over-union metric, i.e.,

IoU = TP/(TP + FP + FN) [9], where TP, FP, and FN

are the number of true positive, false positive, and false

negative pixels, respectively.

Implementation Details. In the experiments for

GTA5→Cityscapes and SYNTHIA→Cityscapes, we utilize
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Table 2: The self-training and intra-domain adaptation gain

on GTA5 → Cityscapes.

Model mIoU

AdvEnt [25] 43.8

AdvEnt + intra-domain adaptation 45.1

AdvEnt self-training (λ = 1.0) 45.5

Ours 46.3

Ours + entropy normalization 47.0

Table 3: The ablation study on hyperparameter λ for sepa-

rating the target domain into the easy and the hard split.

GTA5 → Cityscapes

λ 0.0 0.5 0.6 0.67 0.7 1.0

mIoU 43.8 45.2 46.0 46.3 45.6 45.5

the framework of AdvEnt [28] to train Ginter and Dinter

for inter-domain adaptation; the backbone of Ginter is a

ResNet-101 architecture [10] with pretrained parameters

from ImageNet [8]; the input data are labeled source images

and unlabeled target images. The model for inter-domain

adaptation Ginter is trained for 70,000 iterations. After

training, Ginter is used to generate the segmentation and

entropy maps for all 2,975 images from Cityscapes training

set. Then, we utilize R(It) to get the ranking scores for all

target images and to separate them into the easy and hard

split based on λ. We conduct an ablation study of λ for

optimization in Table 3. For the intra-domain adaptation,

Ginter has same architecture as Ginter, and Dintra same

as Dinter; the input data are 2,975 Cityscapes training im-

ages with pseudo labels of easy split. Gintra is trained with

the pretrained parameters from ImageNet and Dintra from

scratch, similar to AdvEnt. In addition to the previously

mentioned experiments, we also conduct the experiment for

Synscapes→Cityscapes. For comparison with AdaptSeg-

Net [25], We apply the framework of AdaptSegNet in the

experiment for the inter-domain and intra-domain adapta-

tion.

Similarly to [28] and [25], we utilize the multi-level fea-

ture outputs from conv4 and conv5 for inter-domain adap-

tation and intra-domain adaptation. To train Ginter and

Gintra, we apply an SGD optimizer [2] with a learning rate

of 2.5×10−4, momentum 0.9, and a weight decay 10−4 for

training Ginter and Gintra. An Adam optimizer [12] with a

learning rate of 10−4 is used for training Dinter and Dintra.

4.2. Results

GTA5. In Table 1 (a), we compare the segmentation per-

formance of our method with other state-of-the-art meth-

ods [25, 5, 28] on Cityscapes validation set. For a fair

comparison, the baseline model is adopted from DeepLab-

v2[3] with a ResNet-101 backbone. Overall, our proposed

method achieves 46.3% in mean IoU. Compared to Ad-

vEnt, the intra-domain adaptation from our method leads

to a 2.5% improvement in mean IoU.

To highlight the relevance of the proposed intra-domain

adaptation, we conduct a comparison with segmentation

loss Lseg
intra and adversarial adaptation loss Ladv

intra in Ta-

ble 2. The baseline AdvEnt [28] achieves 43.8% of mIoU.

By using AdvEnt + intra-domain adaptation, which means

Lseg
intra = 0, we obtain 45.1%, showing the effectiveness of

adversarial learning for the intra-domain alignment. By ap-

plying AdvEnt + self-training, with λ = 1.0 (all pseudo

labels used for self-training), which means Ladv
intra = 0,

we achieve 45.5% of mIoU, underlying the importance of

employing pseudo labels. Finally, our proposed model

achieves 46.3% of mIOU (self-training + intra-domain

alignment).

Admittedly, complex scenes (containing many objects)

might be categorized as ”hard”. To provide a more repre-

sentative ”ranking”, we adopt a new normalization by di-

viding the mean entropy with the number of predicted rare

classes in the target image. For Cityscapes dataset, we de-

fine these rare classes as ”wall, fence, pole, traffic light, traf-

fic sign, terrain, rider, truck, bus, train, motor”. The entropy

normalization helps to move images with many objects to

the easy split. By using the normalization, our proposed

model achieves 47.0% of mIoU, as shown in Table 2. Our

proposed method also has limitation for some classes.

In Figure 3, we provide some visualizations of segmen-

tation maps from our technique. The segmentation maps

generated from our model trained with inter-domain align-

ment and intra-domain alignment are more accurate than

the baseline model AdvEnt, which has been only trained

with inter-domain alignment. A representative set of

images belonging to the “hard” split are visible in Figure 4.

After intra-domain alignment, we produce the segmentation

maps shown in the (d) column. Compared with (c) column,

our model can be transferred to more difficult target images.

Analysis of Hyperparameter λ. We conduct a study on

finding a proper value for the hyperparameter λ in our

experiment of GTA5→Cityscapes. In Table 3, different

values of δ are used for setting up the decision boundary for

domain separation. When λ = 0.67, i.e., the ratio of |Xte|
to |Xt| is approximately 2/3, the model achieves 46.3 of

mIoU as the best performance on Cityscapes validation set.

SYNTHIA. We use SYNTHIA as the source domain and

present evaluation results of the proposed method and

state-of-the-art methods [25, 28] on Cityscapes validation

set in the Table 1. For a fair comparison, we also adopt

the same DeepLab-v2 with the ResNet-101 architecture.

Our method is evaluated on both 16-class and 13-class
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Figure 3: The example results of evaluation for GTA5→Cityscapes. (a) and (d) are the images from Cityscapes validation set

and the corresponding ground-truth annotation. (b) are the predicted segmentation maps of the inter-domain adaptation [28].

(c) are the predicted maps from our technique.

baselines. According to the results in Table 1 (b), our

proposed method has achieved 41.7% and 48.9% of mean

IoU on 16-class and 13-class baseline, respectively. As

shown in the Table 1, our model is significantly more

accurate on the car and motor bike classes than existing

techniques. The reason is that we apply the intra-domain

adaptation to further narrow the domain gap.

Synscapes. The only work that we currently have found

using Syncapes dataset is [25]. Thus we use AdaptSeg-

Net [25] as our baseline model. In order to present a fair

comparison, We only consider using vanilla-GAN in our

experiments. With inter-domain and intra-domain adapta-

tion, our model achieves 54.2% of mIoU, which higher than

AdaptSegNet shown in Table 1 (c).

4.3. Discussion

Theoretical Analysis. Comparing (a), (b) in Table 1,

GTA5 to Cityscapes is more effective than SYNTHIA

to Cityscapes. We believe the reason is that GTA5 has

more similar images of street scenes with Cityscapes than

other synthetic datasets. We also provide a theoretical

analysis. Let H denote the hypothesis class, S and T
be the source and the target domain. The theory from

[1] proposes to bound the expected error on the target

domain ǫT (h): ∀h ∈ H, ǫT (h) ≤ ǫS(h) +
1
2dH(S, T ) + Λ,

where ǫS(h) is the expected error on the source domain,

dH(S, T ) = 2 sup |PrS(h) − PrT (h)| is the distance for

domain divergence, and Λ is considered as a constant

in normal cases. Therefore, ǫT (h) is upper bounded by

ǫS(h) and dH(S, T ) in our case. Our proposed model

is to minimize dH(S, T ) by using the inter-domain and

the intra-domain alignment together. If dH(S, T ) has

high value, the higher upper bound in the first stage of the

inter-domain adaptation affects our entropy ranking system,

and the intra-domain adaptation processes. Therefore, our

model is less efficient in big domain gap. With respect

to the limitation, our model performance is affected by

dH(S, T ) and ǫS(h). Firstly, the larger divergence of the

source and target domain leads to higher value in dH(S, T ).
The upper bound of error is higher so our model would be

less effective. Secondly, ǫS(h) would be very high when

the model uses small neural networks. In such case, our

model would also be less effective.

Digit Classification. Our model are also capable to

be applied in digit classification task. We consider the

adaptation shift of MNIST→USPS, USPS→MNIST, and

SVHN→MNIST. Our model is trained using the training

sets: MNIST with 60000 images, USPS with 7291 images,
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Figure 4: The examples of entropy maps from hard split for GTA5→Cityscapes. (a) are the hard images from Cityscapes

training set. (b) and (c) are the predicted entropy and segmentation maps from model trained solely by the inter-domain

adaptation [28]. (d) are the improved predicted segmentation results of the hard images from our model.

Table 4: The experimental results of adaptation across digit

datasets.

Model MNIST → USPS USPS → MNIST SVHN → MNIST

Source only 82.2±0.8 69.6±3.8 67.1±0.6
ADDA [27] 89.4±0.2 90.1±0.8 76.0±1.8
CyCADA [11] 95.6±0.2 96.5±0.1 90.4±0.4
Ours 95.8±0.1 97.8±0.1 95.1±0.3

standard SVHN with 73257 images. The proposed model

is evaluated on the standard test sets: MNIST with 10000

images and USPS with 2007 images. In digit classification

task, Ginter and Gintra serve as classifiers with same archi-

tecture, which is based on a variant of the LeNet architec-

ture. In inter-domain adaptation, We utilize the framework

of CyCADA [11] to train Ginter and Dinter. In the ranking

stage, we utilize Ginter to generate the predictions of all

target data and compute their ranking score using R(Xt).
With respect to λ, we adopted λ = 0.8 in all experiments.

Our network for intra-domain adaptation is also based on

CyCADA [11]. In Table 4, our proposed model achieve

95.8±0.1% of accuracy on MNIST → USPS, 97.8±0.1%
of accuracy on USPS → MNIST, and 95.1±0.3% on SVHN

→ MNIST. Our model outperforms the baseline model Cy-

CADA [11].

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we present a self-supervised domain adap-

tation to minimize the inter-domain and intra-domain gap

simultaneously. We first train the model using the inter-

domain adaptation from existing approaches. Secondly, we

produce target image entropy maps and use an entropy-

based ranking functions to split the target domain. Lastly,

we conduct the intra-domain adaptation to further narrow

the domain gap. We conduct extensive experiments on syn-

thetic to real images in traffic scenarios. Our model can

be combined with existing domain adaptation approaches.

Experimental results shows that our model outperforms ex-

isting adaptation algorithms.
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